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Abstract

Tracking is an important process of computer vision research. But still after so many researches accuracy is still become a bottleneck. Within different tracking techniques covariance based tracking is a new technique which gives more accuracy than other techniques. There are several methods and researches have been done on covariance tracking. The covariance tracking process also uses some distance measures to calculate the dissimilarity between two target regions. Here we have list down some of the most useful distance measurement techniques which provide accurate results. We have also implemented those distance measurement techniques and shown their results with accuracy comparison. Even the distance between the target and the candidate covariance matrix is itself enough track an object, but to get more accurate result some techniques are applied on covariance tracking. Here we have listed some of those techniques which happen to provide better results after applying on covariance tracking and also pointed out the advantages and drawbacks of those techniques.
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1. Introduction

The process of estimating over time the location of one or more objects using a camera is referred to as video tracking. Now a day tracking an target object become the new area of interest in the video surveillance system which become a high priority as presently each organization or building is under CCTV surveillance [1-2]. The basic steps of object tracking are feature extraction, target object representation, searching the target object in the candidate region. Feature extraction is an important process upon which the whole object tracking is based. A good feature should be robust, efficient, and easily computable [5]. In the computer vision system the image pixel intensity values such as color, gradient, edge orientation, edge magnitude etc are the most popular choice as feature. But these features are not always robust for illumination change, non rigidity characteristic, object rotation etc [3]. Color cannot capture the characteristics of the target as it is not suitable for non rigid object. Edge or Shape is not reliable for non-rigid and rotating object [4] [20]. And the efficiency of the algorithm is limited by the higher dimensional feature representation.

Porikli, Tuzel and Meer proposed the covariance based object tracking concept first [6]. Covariance matrix captures both the spatial and statistical properties of an object. It is a symmetric matrix with very low dimension. It has the information contained within the histogram as well as the appearance models. It has been proven that a single covariance matrix is enough to match regions with different viewpoints and poses. The dimension of covariance matrix is very low. It is also invariant to the identical shifting of color values, which is a very useful property when the object is tracked under illumination changes.
This paper is divided into the following section. In the section 2 we describe the basic of Covariance matrix, its mathematical expressions, basic of covariance tracking and diverse methodologies for covariance tracking in details. Then in section 3 we will describe some techniques which can be applied on covariance tracking. In section 4 we illustrate the comparison of the experimental results. Lastly in section 5 we outline the prime point of the discussed covariance based tracking methodologies and their future extension.

2. Introduction to Covariance Tracking

In statistics, the term covariance means that how much two random variables changes together. Covariance matrix is symmetric in nature. The diagonal elements of a covariance matrix are actually the variance of each feature and the non diagonal elements are their correlation [23]. Covariance matrix can be advantageous to use as a region representation. An object's statistical and spatial properties are contained by covariance matrix.

2.1. Feature Matrix Design

Feature extraction is the first step in the tracking procedure and allows us to highlight information of interest from the images to represent a target. A good feature should be robust, efficient, easily computed [5]. In the computer vision system the image pixel intensity values such as color, gradient, edge orientation, edge magnitude etc are the most popular choice as feature. But these features are not always robust for illumination change, non rigid object, object rotation etc. And the efficiency of the algorithm is limited by the higher dimensional feature representation.

For tracking the moving object, the target object and the candidate object both are represented in a form of rectangular window denoted by I, which is a colour image of three dimension [6, 8]. I contains x number of rows and y number of columns of intensity values [29]. Assume that F is the W X H X d dimensional feature image which has been extracted from I.

\[ F(x,y) = \Phi(I, x, y) \]  

(1)

The function \( \Phi \) can be considered as any mapping such as colour, image gradient, edge magnitude intensity etc. For a particular rectangular shaped window \( R \subset F \) let \( \{ f_k \}_{k=1}^{n} \) is the feature vector of d dimension within R. The feature vector \( f_k \) is chosen using both; spatial attribute and appearance model [26]. Spatial attributes are obtained from the pixel coordinate values, and appearance attributes are colour, gradient etc. The approach given by Faith Porikli, Peter Meer [6] the feature vector is represented as following,

\[ f_k = [ x \quad y \quad I(x,y) \quad I_x(x,y) \quad I_y(x,y) \quad \ldots ] \]  

(2)

This feature vector can also be extended by adding attributes as \( R(x,y) \), \( G(x,y) \), \( B(x,y) \) where x and y are the location coordinate values, \( I(x,y) \) is the intensity, \( I_x(x,y) \) and \( I_y(x,y) \) are the x, y image derivatives and \( R(x,y) \), \( G(x,y) \), \( B(x,y) \) are the red, green and blue colour values.

2.2. Covariance Matrix Embodiment

The use of covariance matrix in object tracking was first introduces by Fatih Porikli in [6]. In their proposed model the target region R with dimension M X N was represented by a \( d \times d \) covariance matrix \( C_R \) as,

\[ C_R = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{k=1}^{MN} (f_k - \mu_R)(f_k - \mu_R)^T \]  

(3)
In many papers a new term 'manifold' is used. The dictionary meaning of manifold is "having several copies". A manifold is a topological space that resembles Euclidean space near each point. More precisely, each point of an $n$-dimensional manifold has a neighborhood that is homeomorphic to the Euclidean space of dimension $n$ [25].

2.3. Techniques for Dissimilarity Measurements

To find the most similar region between the target object and the candidate regions the distance between the covariance matrixes of the target object to the candidate regions is computed. The properties of covariance matrix do not apply on the Euclidean space [5]. As an example, we can say that the Euclidean space is not closed under multiplication by non real number. So an arithmetic subtraction between two matrices would not provide the distance between covariance regions.

The dissimilarity between covariance matrixes can be computed by using the formula used in [6] and proposed by Förstner in [9]. The dissimilarity between two regions covariance matrix can be considered as the distance between two points on the manifold. The distance on a manifold is the minimum distance curve between the points. The curve is named as the geodesic and the length of the curve is the intrinsic distance. As we said that the arithmetic subtraction will not measure the distance between covariance matrixes so there are several methods to find out the distance.

2.3.1. Bhattacharyya Distance: The Bhattacharyya distance is useful to measure the separability between two distributions [30]. If we have two class of problems $w_1$ and $w_2$ with mean $m_i$ and sample covariance matrix $C_i$ then the Bhattacharya distance between $w_1$ and $w_2$ can be measured by,

$$
Bhatt(w_1, w_2) = \frac{1}{8} (m_2 - m_1)^T \left( \frac{C_1 + C_2}{2} \right)^{-1} (m_2 - m_1) + \frac{1}{2} \log \left( \frac{\text{det}(C_1 + C_2)}{\sqrt{\text{det}(C_1) \cdot \text{det}(C_2)}} \right)
$$

But Bhattacharyya distance is not fast for illumination changes and for extremely fast moving object.

2.3.2. Log Euclidean Distance: Covariance matrices are symmetric and positive-definite (SPD) in nature. In the Log-Euclidean framework, the SPD matrices gets the properties of a Lie group which has the Euclidean space structure, which help us to do most common Euclidean space operations in the logarithm domain form [19]. In Log Euclidean distance between two matrices can be computed by,

$$
d_L(S_1, S_2) = \|\log(S_1) - \log(S_2)\|
$$

This method works properly for rotation and illumination variation [13]. This technique does not required complicated and computationally expensive operations like the geodesic and intrinsic mean computation of Riemannian geometry. So, we can easily work in the Euclidean space [28].

2.3.3. Cholesky Distance: The Cholesky decomposition is a concept where the covariance matrix is transformed into another parameter as $S_i$ where, $S_i = L_iL_i^T$ and $L_i = \text{chol}(S_i)$ is the lower triangular matrix with positive diagonal entries [13]. The Choleskey distance is given by,

$$
d_c(S_1, S_2) = \|\text{chol}(S_1) - \text{chol}(S_2)\|
$$

Cholesky distance is a process of reparameterization of the covariance matrix [18]. It is easy to implement and it only takes the lower triangular matrix so the lower triangular part represent respective correlation and the diagonal entries represents the variance. As
covariance matrix is a symmetric matrix so when it is represented in its lower triangular form, all the information remains intact.

2.3.4. **Root-Euclidean Distance:** The Root-Euclidean distance matrix is a simple distance estimator which is,

\[ d_R(S_1, S_2) = \| S_1^{1/2} - S_2^{1/2} \| \]  

(7)

Root-Euclidean distance is not very popular although it provides good results compared to Log-Euclidean and Cholesky distance estimator [13].

2.3.5. **Jensen Bregmann Logdet Divergence:** Cherian et al proposed another theoretically more correct and fast metric to compute the distance between two covariance matrices [14-15]. It gives a dissimilarity measure between two positive semi-definite matrices. It is defined as,

\[ J(C1, C2) = \log \left| \frac{C1 + C2}{2} \right| - \frac{1}{2} \log |C1.C2| \]  

(8)

Some of the researchers find that JBLD provides better run time than Log-Euclidean and Förstner distance. But this method does not provide satisfactory result for same color background.

### Table 1. Different Distance Measures and their Advantages and Disadvantages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance Measure</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bhattacharyya distance</td>
<td>Easy to implement. Our experiment proved that it provides better result than other distance measures.</td>
<td>It is not fast for illumination change and extremely fast moving object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log-Euclidean</td>
<td>It provides robust result to scale and rotation changes, illumination variation. Easy to implement. Provide better result for partial occlusion.</td>
<td>Provides less accuracy than Root-Euclidean distance. It is not robust for fast moving object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesky Decomposition</td>
<td>Easy implementation, fast computation.</td>
<td>Sometime not very robust.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root-Euclidean</td>
<td>Easy implementation, fast computation.</td>
<td>Sometime not very robust.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen Bregmann Logdet Divergence</td>
<td>Sometimes provide better runtime than Log-Euclidean and Förstner distance.</td>
<td>Not very popular. It does not provide satisfactory result for illumination change and same color background situations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An object with motion and non-rigid structure experiences appearance, size and shape change with time. So paper [6] formulate and update the initial target representation or the model of initial frame [27]. Covariance tracker itself is enough to track a specific region but for the robustness and accuracy of the result this model update approach can be adaptable. In this approach a set of previously computed covariance matrices are used and a mean covariance matrix is calculated which combines the properties of all the previous covariance matrices.
3. Diverse Techniques of Covariance Tracking

After constructing the covariance matrix different researcher approaches diverse methodologies for the tracking the target object. Some of the most relevant techniques are discussed in detail.

3.1. Kernel Based Tracking

Region Covariance matrix used for multiple object tracking was previously done on a Particle Filter framework which has been extended to Kernel Particle Filter [10]. For a particle set at time \( t \): \( S_t = (S^{(n)}_t)_{n=1}^N \) and associated weights \( (W^{(n)}_t)_{n=1}^N \). Let \( K \) is the kernel then the kernel density estimation with posterior is written as,

\[
\hat{p}(x_t | Y_t) = \frac{1}{Nh^d} \sum_{n=1}^N K \left( \frac{x_t - s^{(n)}_t}{n} \right) W^{(n)}_t
\]

(9)

Where the kernel width is denoted by \( h \), for \( t \) time, \( x_t \) is the target set, and \( Y_t \) is the history of observation. For a given posterior estimation, the gradient can be estimated, and the mean-shift method is used so that the particle can be moved onwards the gradient direction, towards the modes of the posterior. When each particle is transferred to its sample mean it is determined by,

\[
m(s^{(n)}_t) = \frac{\sum_{l=1}^N G(s^{(n)}_t - s^{(l)}_t) W^{(l)}_t s^{(l)}_t}{\sum_{l=1}^N G(s^{(n)}_t - s^{(l)}_t) W^{(l)}_t}
\]

(10)

Here \( G \) is an arbitrary kernel. Mostly a Gaussian kernel is used in this method.

3.2. Better Occlusion Handling Technique

Some algorithm handles occlusion by keeping each of the temporary loss into a counter (TTL) which computes that for how many frames the target object is missing. If the counter reaches the user defined value then assumed that the object is lost and discarded [7]. After the object is discarded if it appeared again then to decide whether it is the current position of the target object, it is checked that whether the object region is overlapped with the tracked object's search area which is by default the last position of the bounding box of the target object. Sometimes the temporary loss occurs if the object moves away from its previous position. At that time the search area is expanded proportional to the number of frames where the target object was lost.

3.3. Otha Color Method

Otha, Kanade and Sakai [11] has proposed a simple transformation from RGB to \( I_1 \), \( I_2 \), \( I_3 \) model conversion by,

\[
I_1 = \frac{1}{3} (R + G + B)
\]

(11)

\[
I_2 = \frac{1}{2} (R - B)
\]

(12)

And

\[
I_3 = \frac{1}{4} (2G - R - B)
\]

(13)

This model is used so that the statistical relation between the RGB intensity changes can be realized in a different way than directly using the RGB intensity in the feature extraction process [12]. Now the otha color components can be used in the feature matrix construction. Ex-
\[ f_k = I(x, y) \quad I_1(x, y) \quad I_2(x, y) \quad \ldots \quad I_1 \quad I_2 \quad I_3 \]  

(14)

### 3.4. Salient Feature Matching

For the time of tracking of a human, all the parts are not always taken under consideration. Some parts which are different from the other or the salient parts are enough to track the target object. So some salient parts are selected as a region descriptor represented by the covariance matrices [16]. These descriptors are robust to appearance changes. A salient region can be defined by a small portion of image which has the most ability to distinguish within its local neighborhood.

The distance between two covariance matrix or \( \rho(C_i, C_j) \) is calculated by the Log Euclidean distance function as it is easy to compute and less time consuming. For a particular pixel the position set is denoted by, \( Y = \{y, y \in N(x)\} \) where \( N(x) \) is a rectangular window around \( x \) but without \( x \). So the salient feature of \( C(x) \) is defined by,

\[
d(x) = \min_{y \in Y} \rho(C(x), C(y))
\]

(15)

If \( d(x) \) is high that means the region \( x \) is very much different from its neighborhood regions and has more discriminating power than its neighborhood. Still this approach suffers from rotation problem. But the use of gradient decent method for tracking provides robust tracking of the object throughout the video [24].

### 3.5. Particle Filtering Approach:

It is a technique which approximate the posterior of unknown motion state \( x_t \) from the set of noisy samples \( y_{t-1} = \{y_1, \ldots, y_t\} \) [22]. It calculated the posterior probability density \( p(x_t | y_{1:t}) \) of the current object state \( x_t \) for all the samples for \( t \) time by a weighted particle sample set \( \{X^n_t, \omega^n_t\}_{n=1}^N \) [17] [21]. The steps of particle filtering approach are:

**Step 1: Particle Prediction**

In the particle filtering tracking the state of the particle is predicted to achieve the state change by the dynamic model of the object. The objects state includes attributes like position, shape, size, velocity etc. When the target object's velocity change is not huge then the prediction model of the object can be defined by,

\[
X_t = X_{t-1} + V_t + W_t
\]

(16)

Where, \( W_t \) denotes the process noise and \( V_t \) is the velocity of the object defined by,

\[
V_t = X_{t-1} - X_{t-2}
\]

(17)

**Step 2: Particle Balance and Particle Resample**

Particle balance calculates the matching estimation between the observation model and the target object represented by particles. The matching measure deputizes the particles weight. Each particle's weight value is proportional to the likelihood function. If bootstrap filter algorithm is used then,

\[
\omega^n_t = \omega^n_{t-1} p(y_t | x^n_t) \quad \text{Where} \quad \omega^n_{t-1} = 1/N
\]

(18)

Here number of particles is denoted by \( N \). The Gaussian probability function is used to define the likelihood function,

\[
p(y_t | x^n_t) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{\rho^2}{2\sigma^2}}
\]

(19)

Here, \( \rho \) can be any distance measure (discussed previously) between the observation model and the object model. If the value of \( \rho \) is small then the value of the likelihood
function will be more. The parameter $\sigma$ is selected carefully for the effectiveness of the particle resampling.

4. Experiment Result

We have tested all the discussed distance formulas on 14 different set of videos containing more than 2000 number of frames including moving and both stationary camera. Some of the results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. The described algorithm and the different distance formulas are implemented in MATLAB as it is easy for error finding and debugging. We have calculated separate detection rate for all the distance matrix described. We have considered a $50 \times 50$ matrix to search the target object in the candidate region of the consecutive next frames. We have seen that for extremely fast object also the next location region is also within the $50 \times 50$ region from previous location of the target object. As if we consider the whole image then the time to search the next region will be a lot, which could reduce the robustness of the tracker. As we have considered the $50 \times 50$ neighborhood region so there can be 10000 possible regions for a particular target object. So the region which has the minimum covariance distance will become the new location of the object. And within the different methods which can be applied on covariance tracking these described procedures are proved to provide the most accurate and robust result.

Table 2. Tracking Performance Measurement of Bhattacharya Distance, Log-Euclidean Distance, Cholesky Decomposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bhattacharya Distance</th>
<th>Log-Euclidean Distance</th>
<th>Cholesky Decomposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miss/Total</td>
<td>Detection</td>
<td>Miss/Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movie character 1</td>
<td>1/56</td>
<td>96.42</td>
<td>9/56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movie Character 2</td>
<td>1/73</td>
<td>98.63</td>
<td>7/73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man's face</td>
<td>14/86</td>
<td>83.72</td>
<td>20/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle</td>
<td>1/100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>3/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train station</td>
<td>5/93</td>
<td>94.62</td>
<td>4/93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Tracking Performance Measurement of Root Euclidean Distance and JDBL Distance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Root Euclidean Distance</th>
<th>JDBL Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miss/Total</td>
<td>Detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movie character 1</td>
<td>12/56</td>
<td>78.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movie Character 2</td>
<td>1/73</td>
<td>98.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man's face</td>
<td>5/86</td>
<td>94.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle</td>
<td>2/100</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train station</td>
<td>22/93</td>
<td>76.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Tracking using Bhattacharyya Distance for (a) frame 10, (b) frame 30, (c) frame 40, (d) frame 50, (e) frame 60, (f) frame 79

Figure 2. Tracking using Cholesky Decomposition for (a) frame 10, (b) frame 30, (c) frame 40, (d) frame 50, (e) frame 60, (f) frame 79

Figure 3. Tracking Using JDBL Distance for (a) Frame 10, (b) frame 30, (c) frame 40, (d) frame 50, (e) frame 60, (f) frame 79
5. Conclusion

Different researchers have proven that covariance tracker provides more accuracy than other trackers even if the object is moving fast. Here we have shown that covariance tracker itself is enough to track a target object but to get more accurate result different methods can be applied on covariance trackers. Apart from those methods sometimes a model update approach is also applied on covariance tracking. After applying model update approach the covariance distance will become intrinsic distance on manifold. So in future this work can be extended to a combination of model update approach with other reparameterization approaches to get more accurate and robust result. This work can be extended to multiple object tracking and better occlusion handling technique.
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